this month

WILD WOMEN

5 GUIDES FOR YOUR NEXT ADVENTURE

PLUS

AUGUST HAPPENINGS
A LEGENDARY GUIDE’S FAVORITE THINGS
CARRY LESS, GO FARThER
TAKE THE FINANCIAL REINS
AND MORE
A CURATED LIST OF STATEWIDE HAPPENINGS WORTH YOUR ATTENTION.

**EXTROVERTED**

- **Wonderland** will take place at 43 Main St. in Phillips on August 19th, 1-5pm and August 20th, 10am-3pm. It is a free children’s festival of the imagination that has taken place on the third Friday of August since 2006, in conjunction with Phillips’ Old Home Days. Wonderland is about fairies, pirates, and great imagination. Children of all ages are invited to attend and enjoy 30 booths of events and go home with all kinds of goodies and gifts. Musicians, jugglers, the Faerie queen, and more!

- **Maine Lobster Festival** in Rockland at Harbor Park, starts Wednesday, August 3rd and runs through Sunday, August 7th. Enjoy 5 days of festival fun and feasting on local seafood!

**SEDENTARY**

- **Machias Wild Blueberry Festival** is taking place August 19 through the 21st. Celebrate all things blueberry with food, entertainment, contests and crafts that all have to do with our favorite blue food!

**ACTIVE**

- **Crown of Maine Balloon Festival** takes place August 19 through August 25th in Presque Isle. Join in the high-flying fun with hot air balloons, live music, a giant craft fair and live music.

**INTROVERTED**

- **Wells Harbor Half Marathon & 5k** takes place on Saturday, August 20th. Races start at 8am at Wells Harbor Park.

- **Isabel Stover Quintet** plays at Cadenza, 5 Depot Street, Freeport on August 26th from 7 - 8:30pm. Isabel is accompanied by some of the most creative figures on the Boston scene, and draws the emotive thread between timeless jazz standards, Brazilian, folk and pop with fresh, new arrangements.

- **Join Ten Bucks Theatre for their Under the Stars production of Romeo and Juliet on August 4th and August 7th at 6pm.**
Welcome to Maine Women Magazine

Hi and welcome to Maine Women magazine. Each month we strive to bring you content that will enrich your daily lives, brought to you by your fellow Mainers. We deliver information on poetry, art, music, movement, reflection, as well as legal, financial, career, and mental health advice. This is just a start, and we would love for you to be a part of it. Please contact us at agoslin@mainewomenmagazine.com with your thoughts and ideas. We also welcome submissions of poetry, fiction, artwork, and photography at the same address.

Our Mission

Maine Women supports the women of Maine in tangible ways that go beyond just information and entertainment. With a solutions journalism focus on the issues that matter most, this publication is simply a reflection of what is truly a community that connects and empowers women - and pushes the systems that support them to be better.

We want to recognize the hundreds of women that work at CMP. From executive leadership, to engineering, to line work, their talents and hard work are helping Maine power on.
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The other magazine had an update that mom sent to the magazine each month from her daughter who is trying to sail around the world. I was wondering if you were going to continue to do the postcards from her or not. I know she has been staying in a group of islands in the Pacific and hasn’t been able to continue her journey due to COVID. It may be that she isn’t sending postcards any more. I would like to know more and if you can get the information each month, I am sure other readers would enjoy seeing her postcard, as would I.

- Marcia Blake

Maine Women: Thanks, Marcia! We have reached out to Holly’s mother, Jaja, for an update on her travels. Stay tuned!

Congratulations on making a successful and apparently seamless transition to the new status of your magazine.

- Gerry

I enjoy reading the latest issue every month. Good work!

- Anonymous

we welcome submissions of

YOUR ORIGINAL POETRY, VISUAL ART, OR FICTION

YOUR “BIG DREAM” (500-ISH WORDS ON THE THING YOU WOULD LOVE TO ACCOMPLISH IF NOTHING STOOD IN YOUR WAY)

A MAINE WOMAN WHOM YOU FEEL DESERVES AN “ODE” TO HER WORK AND DEDICATION

LEGAL, HEALTH, FINANCIAL, OR OTHER ISSUES YOU’D LIKE OUR PRACTICAL LIFE COLUMNISTS TO TACKLE

EMAIL SUBMISSIONS & COMMENTS TO AGOSLIN@MAINEWOMENMAGAZINE.COM

A once in a lifetime experience.
Sailing four times daily.

two-hour sails private charters overnights

PORTLAND SCHOONER Co. 207-766-2500
1-87-SCHOONER portlandschooner.com

located at the Maine State Pier adjacent to Casco Bay Lines ferry terminal
I. Lucky

We have traveled a million miles, it seems, me, the dogs in the back and beside me, as if we’re content to see the same scenes over and over, deciding, freely, this going where we want, when we want to, as long as we want. We always come back home, thanking our lucky stars for that, who and where they are, invisibly. We lack nothing. We lack nothing at all, so full at times, the dawn feels like pitchers of warm water poured, dogs, humans alike feel pull deep emptiness out, filling its odd form. We have all we need, our large life expenses tempered, compatible, our differences.

II. One Star

What is hardest to find is what is true. In this wild world, all of it, every round, glistening piece of stone and shale, the bliss that’s found in sunrise or the reverse of a star-filled sky, chock full of tiny heaths, each says, “There’s much that isn’t known.” The stars twinkle on and off, remind the gazers staring up at them, “You don’t own us. You don’t know where we lead or where our light begins” as if some disillusioned stranger’s voice we’ll never meet, knows the hour’s circumstance, the only truth, confusion. Just one star’s unexpected ascension tears open souls, silences small questions.

BY SUSAN COOK

VERSE AUGUST

SUSAN COOK IS A POET AND PSYCHOTHERAPIST LIVING IN THE MIDCOAST AREA. HER CHAPBOOK “BREATHING: AMERICAN SONNETS” WAS PUBLISHED IN DECEMBER 2020 BY FINISHING LINE PRESS (AVAILABLE AT MEBANE’S BOOKS OR GULF OF MAINE BOOKS). MOST RECENTLY, HER POEM “TELL ME HOW MANY BLACK SEABIRDS” WAS PUBLISHED IN THE “DEEP WATER” COLUMN OF THE MAINE SUNDAY TELEGRAM IN MARCH 2022. SHE HAS A PRACTICE AT 261 MAIN STREET IN YARMOUTH FOR MANY YEARS AND JUST OPENED A SECOND LOCATION AT 10 CUMBERLAND STREET IN BRUNSWICK. FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT PSYCHOTHERAPY-IN-MAINE.COM

SeaWeed Co.

QUALITY MAINE CANNABIS

TROUBLE SLEEPING?

Our strain-specific pâte de fruit allows you to choose something appropriate for nighttime. It’s the perfect after dinner treat to ease you into bed. The taste of a relaxing Maine summer in the palm of your hand, available in 6mg and 9mg THC doses.

SOUTH PORTLAND - MAINE
185 Running Hill Road
(207) 819.4114

PORTLAND - MAINE
23 Marginal Way #7
(207) 800.3588

Available in Raspberry / Peach / Blueberry / Blackberry
This piece is watercolor and ink on watercolor paper. It is a self portrait showing the impact of the current time in history on myself. Often life can feel like a bit of a whirlwind in times as unexpected as these. With news constantly flinging the most sensational headlines your way and then moving on to hook people in with something new, history can seem to just sweep past you in a riptide. Every slip of paper in the background of this piece is a real news headline I chose at the time I started this piece.

Before continuing, I would like to make it clear that the crisis in Ukraine has affected me profoundly. I have a deep, almost familial relationship with several other people my age living in neighboring Eastern European countries. One of my friends is sheltering a family of Ukrainian refugees in her home in Bratislava. Another messaged telling me that American soldiers were walking the streets of their college city, Krakow, in great numbers. The situation in Ukraine has affected me personally and deeply, and I think that this piece would look entirely different if I hadn't begun painting it before the attack on Ukraine began. I think that in itself makes a statement.

Despite being a relatively heavy piece, I chose a light and soft color pallet, using wash techniques to get the background and the news headlines to almost a pastel tone. The lighting is soft and encompassing rather than deep and sharp. I used these techniques to reflect the casual attitude with which the world has begun to look at the mass death of the pandemic.

In this portrait, I'm wearing my work uniform. I'm an employee at Saco Parks and Rec, and thus work with some of our most vulnerable. The mask mandate has been removed since I started this work and I now remain the only counselor that chooses to continue to mask. This choice often confuses the children. The bloody sores across the bridge of my nose are a symbol of the toll the pandemic has taken on all of us, and to emphasize the sacrifice that is being thrown away with every careless anti-masker.

Some of the news headlines also refer to wages and inflation. Working with children is rewarding, but difficult and can be taxing. I get paid minimum wage for my work. Thousands of people struggle to support their families on the same wage. It feels insulting when businesses refuse to raise wages and when lawmakers decide that denying people basic rights like food, water, and clothing is okay.

In short, this painting is a reflection of my exhaustion with the pain the world is in, and the way we continue to ignore it. It asks the question, how long will we continue to simply push through? 🌐
Women Owned Business Night
AT HADLOCK FIELD
Join us on August 27th for Women Owned Business Night with the Portland Sea Dogs!
August 27th, 2022 - 6:00 PM
vs. Hartford Yard Goats (AA Rockies)

Presented by:

MANN PERSONAL INJURY ATTORNEYS

670 Main Street (Rte 1) • Saco • 207.283.1811 • heartwood.biz • Mon–Fri 9–5 • Sat 9–2
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In just 6 months we will create your own private autobiography to share with your family.

We will help you capture your life stories through personal, face to face interviews. This will be an easy, enjoyable and richly rewarding experience.

Our professional writer will then craft your book in words and pictures.

Your beautifully bound books will be a priceless gift for you and your family.

For the full story, call now (855) 230-8562 or visit: www.lifetimememoirs.com/MW
When I was 8, I started horseback riding. By the time I was 10, I had gotten my own pony. Horses are one of my loves. I absolutely love horses. One of the things I do now when I go on a holiday is ride horses somewhere in some faraway place. I’ve been all over the world doing that. The reason I like horses so much is the feeling of earth under you and the culture and spirituality around working with horses.

I’ve always felt a strong connection to animals. I’m an animal person. I love working with my dogs. We have 22 of them. It’s a family line of dogs. I love all the dynamics and hierarchy. I’ve been raising them for 42 years. I love to study and observe them.

When I was a little girl, I wanted to be a cowgirl so badly that I slept with a cat between my knees to become bow legged (like a cowgirl would walk). I am very bowlegged, so it worked!

Polly has always loved animals, being outdoors and working with her hands. All those things have had a big part in her career path as a registered Maine Guide. She grew up in Maine and during her 20’s while spending time in Alaska, she started dog sledding. When her 20’s were over, she came back home, bringing with her some of her sled dogs. Polly and her partner, Kevin Slater, run Mahoosuc Guide Service offering guided dog sledding and canoe trips in Maine, New England, and Canada. These are a few of Polly’s favorite things.
RITUAL

INTERVIEW BY ALISHA GOSLIN

BJ GARCEAU TOOK CONTROL OF HER LIFE AND TYPE 1 DIABETES WITH MIXED MARTIAL ARTS.

How did you find this activity?

In 2015, my father passed away and then my grandmother. She was a very strong woman in my life. I had been drinking a lot, partying a lot. Staying out late, after hours scene, hanging around with the wrong people. During this time, I started watching The Walking Dead. I started thinking, could I survive the apocalypse? I thought, what better time than now? So, I went to a MMA fitness class. It was funny because I never in my life thought I would be a fighter. I was 32, 33 at the time. I just figured I would learn some skills in case of a zombie apocalypse. Some survival techniques for me, and I realized I was not in the shape that I thought I was. So, I just kept going back. I never wanted to be a fighter. But I met some friends there and I really admired the way they were performing in fitness class. Like my grandmother, Angie Young, who is an amateur fighter. I saw that she’s really good at punching and defending herself. So, that led to a breakthrough. After a year and a half, my coach approached me and asked if I had any desire to fight. I was like, hell yeah! I took that opportunity. I know it’s not my career. A lot of people said, how are you going to do this as a type 1 diabetic? How are you going to do this when you have had meningitis and lost over half of your hearing? I’m also asthmatic. And of course, being over 30, you never hear people say age just starting martial arts. I started kind of like a joke, wondering if I could survive the end of the world. I kept training and hanging out with amazing people and gaining confidence.

When did you first start?

2016, 2017. At the height of Young’s MMA career and New England Fights. Kira and Angie, two of my friends, were making their debut. I found it incredibly amazing that these two women were going out there and I had helped them train. I was like, wow, girls are tough, they are badass when they want to be!

What would you tell a woman wanting to get into MMA?

Be open minded. Just try it. It’s so much fun. I think there is a lot of misunderstanding around this sport. In the UFC, you are just seeing people get locked in a cage to beat each other up. But you don’t see the team building or working out with your friends at 6 in the morning and laughing. It’s a lot of work. Just start off with a fitness class or a kickboxing class. It doesn’t matter your size. I mean, I’m 5’5 tall. I was heavier when I first went in. I get to see someone twice my size. It has taught me to be trusting. Just do it. The hardest part of the process is just getting out there.

How does this activity keep you sane?

I grew up in a household that had a view of one man and one woman and mental health was a made up disease. I was 13, and we were seeing my diabetic specialist. I had been diagnosed for about a year. I was very depressed. My doctor looked at my mother and told her “we think that Bobbie Jean is depressed, we should get treatment for her.” My mother ended up yelling at my doctor in front of me about mental illness. My whole life I kind of had it drilled in my head that if we don’t talk about anything, including sexuality, it’s not there. So now with me being more into a spotlight, and being married to a woman, I’ve just become more accepting of who I am, married to a woman, and a diabetic. Martial arts and finding these activities has put me in the spotlight and made me realize that it’s okay to be who I am. I don’t have to do drugs or drink or put on a fake persona to try to get people to like me. It has allowed me to accept who I am. I know I’m different, but I like who I am. And come to find out, a lot of people are okay with that.

This keeps me sane.

HEAVEN IS A PLACE ON EARTH

BELINDA CARLISLE

My favorite song of all time. I started writing my life story with this track as the final scene. I imagine writing there dying with the one person you love most in the world while flashing back to memories of how life was HEAVEN with THEM while you were alive.

ASKING FOR A FRIEND

CHURCHES

The line “You Still Matter” that echoes beautifully in the breakdown and brings me to tears every time I sing along. We all have those questions we’re afraid to ask about ourselves, so we often say “asking for a friend.”

HARD TIME

CHARLIE SUX

Such a fun song about the end of the world and admission for the life you did live. “When I let go, I’ll say I lived the good, appreciated.”

PEOPLE I DON’T LIKE

CHARLIE SUX

“Lids”

We’ve all been in rooms with people who we pretend to like whether it’s work or social events. “To the people I don’t like, you did live. “When I let go, I’ll say I lived the good, appreciated.”

CAUGHT A LITE SNEEZE

TONI AMOS

I sang this song on an acoustic performance for me by a girl I was crushing on in the 90s. The piano is “hearing with your eyes.” “I need a big loan from the gin joint.”

MUSIC HAS ALWAYS BEEN A TRUE LOVE FOR ME. BELOW ARE SOME OF MY FAVORITE SONGS. THEY ARE THE LOVE LETTERS OF MY LIFE FOR WOMEN LIKE ME.
By Sarah Holman

Hiking the NE67 and the Hundred-Mile Wilderness in One Year

As a sunny Sunday in August, 2020 I decided to go hiking. My motivation was not exercise, or adventure, or even to try something new. We were six months into the pandemic and I’d had it. Like most of us had. Hard it with remote school, remote work, remote life. Had it with feeling trapped in the house. Had it with being constantly worried.

As a kid, my parents took me to the White Mountain National Forest in New Hampshire for camping trips. We stayed on the Kancamagus Highway, swam in the Swift River, and visited Heritage New Hampshire when it rained, which seemed to be every time we camped. When I was a teen, my parents decided to start hiking. I loathed the activity, choosing instead to stay at the campsite, listening to moody music on my walkman and sketching in a journal. To my fifteen year old self, hiking was a sweaty, buggy, uncomfortable slog up an overgrown hill. No, thank you.

Past forward to 2020, and the slog was looking pretty darn appealing. Most notably, it gave me a reason to leave the house for twelve straight hours, something I didn’t generally do. So, I announced I would be going hiking. Alone? Yes, alone. For the first time in a long time, I needed to be completely away from my own reality. I was too busy multitasking the daily demands of the pandemic. I was no longer capable of creative thought. I was too busy to get in trouble due to poor judgment, and I certainly didn’t want to die, which is a very real possibility at the last week in August, I’d completed the NH48 and the Hundred-Mile Wilderness.

My planning, hiking, and cross-training kicked into high gear. I made arrangements with Phil Peepin, a 100 Mile legend, to provide a food drop half way through my hike. Phil runs 100 Mile Wilderness Adventures & Outfitters in Monson, offering lodging, transportation, and resupply for hikers. He also knows all the ways out of the woods, should you need an extraction. Having him drop off half my food in a bear box would save me over five pounds of weight in my pack. I also got a Garmin In-Reach Mini, a GPS device that would track my movements in the woods and provide a way to text or call for help, and I spoke to Baxter State Park about their thru-hiker camping rules (there are several). By the last week in August, I’d completed the NH48 and the VTS. All that remained was Katahdin’s two peaks and the 100 miles I had to cover to reach them.

On September 2, 2021, I arrived at Phil’s campground in Monson to drop off my food. He took my map and spread it out on his big picnic table. The 100 Mile Wilderness map (produced by the Appalachian Mountain Club) shows all 20 "CONTINUES ON PAGE 32"
GETTING OUTDOORS IN MAINE IS SOMETHING OUR STATE IS KNOWN FOR. WHATEVER THE SEASON AND YOUR INTERESTS MAY BE, CHANCES ARE YOU CAN FIND EXCITEMENT. HERE ARE THE STORIES OF FIVE WOMEN GUIDES TO CHECK INTO WHEN PLANNING YOUR NEXT ADVENTURE.
“I feel like this is a cliche, but I’ve always loved to fish,” says Reel Girl Guide Service owner Jaime Fickett Poland. She received her first fishing pole for her fourth birthday and was immediately hooked. Her family had a boat they took to Sebago Lake, and she spent “countless hours” fishing with her family on their boat and from shore.

After college, Jaime spent less time outside. “I became very career oriented and worked hard in the business world.” In 2014, she found a house in Standish on Sebago Lake, and her love for fishing was rekindled. She picked up where she left off, learning techniques and skills from friends, family, and neighbors. “It was a lot of trial and error,” she laughs.

A friend in her neighborhood was a Registered Maine Guide, and he encouraged Jaime to pursue a guide license so she could share her love of fishing and the lake with others. She took a Maine Guide prep class—“which I highly recommend for anyone considering becoming a guide,” she says—and passed her test in 2019. At the time, Jaime was married and learning to fish and guide with her husband. “In 2020, when Covid flipped the world upside down, [my] life got flipped around also,” she says. She divorced and had to figure out how to do everything on her own if she wanted to continue fishing and guiding.

In 2021, Jaime bought her boat, a Robalo R227. It was a huge decision for her. Not only is it a significant part of her time, but also the financial commitment to buy, maintain, and customize a safe boat, but she had never operated a boat alone. “I wasn’t even sure how to dock it,” she says. A friend helped her bring the boat home to Sebago Lake, and she made him dock it for the first time because she was so nervous. But later the same day, Jaime says, “I tough talked myself, and said, ‘get out there and figure it out.’ After that, ‘figure it out’ became Jamie’s motto.

She docked her boat out of state of the art downriggers, rods, and tackle, and began her solo adventure as Reel Girl Guide Service on Sebago Lake.

Jaime is one of very few female fishing guides on the lake. From her own experiences and conversations with other women, she knows not all women are comfortable going out on a boat all day with a man. Some women she spoke with shared stories of feeling intimidated or talked down to, or just generally uncomfortable. Jaime realized she could offer a unique service by focusing her business on guiding women and kids. “There are great male guides out there,” she says, “but I saw this as a niche for me.”

The best part of her job is seeing someone, especially a kid, reel in a fish. “You never know what’s going to be on the end of that line,” Jaime says. In addition to plenty of fish, she has brought up a rock, a frying pan, a fishing pole, tree branches, and a lot of clothes. And sometimes that’s all you get. “The fish can be picky,” she says. “It’s the most challenging part of guiding, being at the mercy of the weather and whether or not the fish decide to bite. You can go out one day and fill the boat with fish and then the very next day, doing the same exact thing, you may not have a bit.” On those days, Jaime gets creative with her clients, trying different spots on the lake and changing up the lures and bait.

Now in her second season of guiding, Jaime says Reel Girl Guide Service will never be her full time job (she already has one of those), and she doesn’t want it to be. Her goal is “just to share my love of Sebago Lake and fishing with others.” For other women thinking about starting an outdoor business, Jaime offers the same advice she gives on anything: “Jump in and you’ll figure it out.” Everything is figure-out-able, and there are always people willing to help.”

For as long as she can remember, Tami Rogers has loved nature and connecting with people. The Maine native was born with a dislocated hip, resulting in confinement to a cast for the first year of her life. As a baby unable to move around independently, Tami says she became attuned to energy at a very young age. The ninth child of ten, she was surrounded by people and quickly learned to read facial expressions, attaching those expressions to corresponding energies and intentions.

Tami’s large family went camping a lot, further solidifying her connection with the outdoors. At age ten, she had hip surgery and stayed in the hospital for several weeks. While she was there, she honed her people skills. “I would visit the other people in the hospital and ask their story.” When her mother visited, Tami recounted what each person she visited was feeling, whether they’d told Tami or not. “My mother never contradicted me,” Tami says. “She just listened.”

At the time, Tami didn’t necessarily realize she was setting the groundwork for a life spent connecting with the souls of others. She went on to study accounting and worked in the corporate world, marrying and having children along the way. After a while, though, Tami wanted to quit that life. “I missed my babies,” she says. “I was watching the world from the inside.”

She and her husband, John, bought a sporting camp in the middle of the woods and set to work rehabilitating it. During that time, Tami began studying shamanic practices. For her birthday, John enrolled her in a Reiki class. “I didn’t know anything about it before the class,” she says. “But I fell in love with the practice.”

After her introduction to Reiki, Tami dove fully into shamanism and studying the soul. It turned out to be a perfect complement to her lifelong love of the outdoors. “[Shamanism] is all about connections in nature, the elements and being in harmony with nature in a way that supports well being,” Tami explains.

Now, over twenty years later, Tami offers healing sessions, rites and ceremonies, and training for those wishing to become practitioners. Her modalities include core shamanism, shamanism of the Inca, the Munay Ki Rites, eight levels of Reiki, hypnototherapy, and past life and womb regression therapy. Tami believes strongly that physical and spiritual healing go hand-in-hand. “Our spirit has to heal before we can take our place,” she says. “It is healing from the inside out.”

Tami is also a Master Licensed Maine Guide. “It supports the work I do as a shaman,” she says of her guide license, “and allows me to offer retreats for women who want to know more about nature.”

She first obtained her certiﬁcation in 1997 and went on to become a master guide after ten years acquired ﬁeld experience (the state requirement for the master certiﬁcation). After passing her initial exam, Tami wanted to help other nature-lovers achieve their goal of becoming Maine Guides.
Together with her husband, Tami started Maine’s Outdoor Learning Center on the Mattawamkeag River where men and women train to become guides (passing an oral and written test administered by the state is required for certification).

“We met with IFW [the Maine Department of Inland Wildlife and Fisheries] to brainstorm how we could best prepare people [for the test]. It is one of the toughest outdoor guide tests in the United States,” Tami says. When she and John started their school in 1997, there were no training options as immersive or intensive as what they wanted to offer. “We are the pioneers of the week-long, hands-on Maine Guide training school,” Tami says.

One of the Outdoor Learning Center’s most popular programs is The Wild Women’s Wilderness Retreat, an empowering four-day session of skill-building and connection that Tami and John created five years ago. “So often women want to step into nature, but fear holds them back,” Tami explains. “It is highly important to give women the confidence to step into their dreams.”

During the Wild Women retreat, topics include map and compass reading, canoeing and fishing, and woods survival skills. Tami and John are joined by fellow Maine Guides Chaelene ‘Cheeny’ Plante, an Air Force veteran, SERE (Survival, Evasion, Resistance, and Escape) Specialist, and successful survivor of the Discovery show Naked & Afraid, as well as Kandi Ward, whose therapeutic methods help achieve greater health through balance and connection with nature. Tami provides Sacred Fire and drumming rituals during the retreat, utilizing her extensive experience as a shamanic practitioner to share ancient healing traditions with participants.

To Tami, these skills and practices have become the necessities and joys of living her fullest, happiest life. “I shouldn’t be holding onto. I like to align other people...”

“When I was there we did the Appalachian Trail. In middle school, I did Baxter hikes, Acadia National Park. In high school I was part of the Gardiner High School Outing Club. Every year we went hiking on the Appalachian Trail in Virginia, North Carolina, Tennessee and Maine. We went for 2 weeks, April vacation and the week after. I just love being outdoors so I took all the opportunities there were to be outside.

I attended Camp Mechuwana. I started there in second grade. I went all the way up through high school. While I was there we did the Appalachian Trail. In middle school, I did Baxter hikes, Acadia National Park. In high school I was part of the Gardiner High School Outing Club. Every year we went hiking on the Appalachian Trail in Virginia, North Carolina, Tennessee and Maine. We went for 2 weeks, April vacation and the week after. I just love being outdoors so I took all the opportunities there were to be outside.

I was going into my senior year of high school. My family and I were at an outdoors sporting show at the armory in Augusta. This gentleman had a booth with a sign that said Master Maine Guide Class. I was 17. The class was happening over the summer that I was turning 18. My dad paid for it. He passed away in January of 2015. My dad was a very frugal person, he never paid for anything, so I knew that he was investing in me. The guide class was in Winthrop, near Mechuwana. I would ride my bike to class. I took the class, and then I took the test. The guide test is known for not being easy. I took it a couple times, and then I was 19.
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I went to College of the Atlantic. I was hoping to do wilderness medicine, you know, outdoor stuff. While I was in college, I worked at Mechuwana. I led the freshman orientation one year, and picked up some side jobs as a guide. I got my teaching certificate. I have now been in education for 21 years. Throughout that time, I have brought different groups of kids on hikes. I have also been a lifeguard since high school.

I grew up in Pittston, near Gardiner. I still live here. My parents moved here in the early 70’s from New Jersey. They bought 100 acres. Growing up, we never went to campgrounds. My dad would always have a tent set up in the backyard in the summer. He built a firepit and an area to pitch the tent in the woods. So, we just had 100 acres to explore.
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I never had my own Maine Guide business. I did most of it through summer camps or scouts. I think, getting my Maine Guide license, it was just a thing I could do. I think back and if my dad hadn’t paid for me to do it, would I have?

In 2014 I went with a friend who worked for Adventure Bound, white water rafting. They do a lot of overnight trips. I was asked by John Hargreaves to help with those. He just kind of quietly said to me, “I just need an older person to help the young 20 year olds because they are just all, ‘let’s go!’ and need someone to pretty much watch over them.”

Last summer, I ended up doing moose tours for Jeremy Hargreaves at Northeast Whitewater, which is so cool. Totally different than working with kids. It’s a 4 hour trip. Drive for an hour or so. Canoe a remote pond for an hour. Look for moose. If we don’t see moose, I tell them, this is an awesome experience. You’re out here in the middle of the northern Maine wilderness, it’s a beautiful summer evening in Maine and we are just so lucky to experience it.

My guiding career has kind of picked up since 2015 when my dad passed away. When you spend a lot of time outdoors, you do a lot of thinking… and I just feel blessed. I sincerely feel blessed that when I was 16, my dad paid for those guiding classes. The friendships I’ve made, the connections I have made along the way. It’s just amazing.
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POLLY MAHONEY
Legendary Maine Guide

INTERVIEW BY ALISHA GOSLIN

POLLY MAHONEY, ALONG WITH HER PARTNER KEVIN SLATER, HAVE RUN MAHOOSUC GUIDE SERVICE, BASED IN NEWRY, FOR 32 YEARS. IN THE WINTER THEY OFFER DOG SLEDDING AND TRADITIONAL WINTER CAMPING, AND IN THE SUMMER, CANOE TRIPS AND CAMPING.

THIS YEAR, POLLY WAS AWARDED THE WIGGIE ROBINSON LEGENDARY MAINE GUIDE AWARD AT THE PROFESSIONAL MAINE GUIDES ASSOCIATION ANNUAL MEETING. SHE IS ONLY THE SECOND WOMAN TO HOLD THIS TITLE SINCE THE START OF THE AWARD IN 2009.

POLLY TOLD ME MORE ABOUT HOW SHE BECAME A MAINE GUIDE AND WHAT HER DAILY LIFE ENTAILS.

HOW DID YOU COME TO GUIDE?

Well, I was born in Bangor and went to high school in Augusta. When I was 19, I went out west and when I was 20, I traveled to Canada. I headed to the Yukon and was introduced to dog sledding and canoeing. I spent all of my 20’s there. I came back to Maine to work for the Outward Bound school. There is a base here, Hurricane Island Outward Bound, in Newry. That is where I met my partner, Kevin Slater. He was starting a dog sledding program for the school, so I came back to help get that going. We each had a dream of having our own guide service. And that’s how we started our business, Mahoosuc Guide Service, 32 years ago, in 1990.

I HEARD YOU RECEIVED THE LEGENDARY MAINE GUIDE AWARD, TELL ME MORE ABOUT THAT.

I did. It’s called a Wiggie Robinson award. The Maine Guide receives it a year. The department of inland fisheries and wildlife gives it out. There’s only one other woman that’s ever gotten it, it’s usually men. It was presented to me at the professional Maine Guides annual meeting. You are nominated by someone else. You have to have been a Maine Guide for 10 years. There are 2 game wardens, 2 Maine Guides, 2 people from Inland Fisheries and Wildlife and whoever had gotten it the year before gets to help decide who gets it the next year, so I’ll be able to help decide the next recipient. It was such a surprise. I only found out the day beforehand that I was going to get it. It was so exciting.

HOW MANY DOGS DO YOU HAVE?

Right now, we have 22, which is not very many for us. We often had somewhere in the forties. We haven’t done a breeding for a few years. They are a lot of money and time to take care of. We are reducing our numbers a little bit where our winters are getting shorter with climate change. We are still guiding in the winter, but we aren’t taking as many people all at one time.

Currently, since I’m not guiding a canoe trip, I get up at 6 in the morning and check the dogs. We have old ones that live in our house, so I get them out right away so they can do their business. I go check the dogs in the dog yard. Then have my breakfast and go back out and do more dog chores. We have pastures that they run in, so I go put them in the pastures. I then have a few hours to do whatever I’m doing on the front porch, packing for a canoe trip, cleaning up after one, or office work.

Midday I go out and do more dog chores. Switch the dogs around in the pastures so everybody gets their chance to run. After lunch I have a few more hours to do whatever I happen to be working on, then it’s time to do more dog chores in the evening. I check them again before I go to bed at night.

Our days revolve around the dogs. The rest of the time is spent just prepping or cleaning up from the trips. And of course, when we are guiding, that’s full on, up at first light. We cook over the campfire. We have a more traditional style than some guides. We cook and bake over the fire. We use the Dutch oven and reflector oven. We are always getting firewood and setting up a nice camp.

In the winter, we have canvas wall tents with wood stoves in them and balsam fir bough floors. A very traditional style of camping.

DO YOU HAVE A FAVORITE GUIDING OR CAMPING SEASON?

I like the variety. I don’t favor summer or winter, one over the other. In the winter, it’s definitely more challenging because of the weather, but I have all my dogs with me. I love introducing people to them. They are like my children. In the winter, it is more challenging because there are more variables and there’s also more risk involved. You have to be ON all the time.

 Summers are mellower. I only take one dog with me on summer canoe trips. So, I don’t get to spend as much time with them all. I rotate around so most of them get to go on their ‘summer vacation’ as I call it when they go on a canoe trip with me. I love meeting all the people on our trips. I love being outdoors, and I like meeting new people. Seeing how they gain new skills, have these aha! moments in nature. I feel like I am a bridge for that. To provide these experiences for people in nature. Providing that safe space. It’s an amazing outdoor experience to see these people connect to nature. Making a quiet space for them to connect. Yes, we laugh and have a fun time, but then we might do a half hour to an hour of quiet paddling, so people can hear the birds and listen to the sounds of nature. I never get tired of that.

When we go dog sledding, I always tell people after my lesson, when we are mushing, we go in silence. So, you just hear the dogs panting and the sled runners on the snow. It’s a very Zen experience. When we stop to let the dogs cool off, roll around in the snow, we can talk. As we are mushing along, I like to go in silence. It’s almost primal, in a way. Takes people to another place. That’s what I really love about my work.

FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO BOOK AN EXCURSION WITH POLLY PLEASE VISIT MAHOOSUC.COM
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The Dorywoman

BY MICHELE CHRISTLE

I

t was June 21, the morning of the solstice, and Nicolle Littrell had just come back from taking a few passersby out on a Wild Woman solstice row—one of her signature specialty rows. She led me down to the dock of her 26-foot Swampscott dory, and effortlessly navigated us through the maze of boats and buoys in the Belfast harbor, sharing her story.

Nicolle’s story is that of a 53-year-old single mother with a varied career buying a rowboat, losing her job, and then extraordinarily turning that rowboat—her passion—into her livelihood. Not only does this livelihood provide financial security for Nicolle, but it also provides wellness, an increased appreciation and sense of stewardship for the Belfast Bay and all life contained within its dynamic tidal ecosystem system to anyone who steps foot in her boat.

The morning we met up it was almost a year to the day Nicolle had passed her Maine Guide exam. Some people become Maine Guides early in their lives, their certification becoming a core part of their identity. While Nicolle had long been intrigued by the idea of guiding, inspired by New York guide Anne LeBastille and infamous Maine guide Fly Rod Crosby, she hadn’t truly considered embarking on the training until she was told she’d have to become certified to accept remuneration for taking people out on her boat. “I was happy to comply,” Nicolle attested.

Initially, Nicolle reached out to the Coast Guard with her vision of offering rowing lessons and tours in her traditional wooden boat on the ocean, then Maine Inland Fisheries & Wildlife (MDIFW), “I don’t think they quite knew what to do with me at first,” she said. Eventually, MDIFW recommended she become a Maine Sea Kayak Guide—the closest category within the Maine Guide structure, which would allow her to take people out below the head of tide and up to three nautical miles out to sea.

Passing the exam required rigorous, focused research, training, and studying. The test was challenging—100 multiple-choice questions plus the oral exam. The topics covered a variety of areas: plotting a course, navigation, catastrophic scenarios and events, identifying flora and fauna, aides to navigation, knot-tying, group dynamics, and paddle talk.

Nicolle is proud of her training and certification—it demonstrates to her passengers that she’s skilled, knowledgeable, and capable of keeping them safe. Before I even got into the boat, she’d already explained to me what she’d do if I were to go overboard. The tenor of her calm, steady voice running through the safety protocol immediately put me at ease.

That same voice was responsible for part of Nicolle’s earlier career as an acter. After receiving a degree in Theater and English Literature from SUNY Buffalo, she pursued a career as a working actor in New York City for seven years doing episodic television, commercials, and voiceovers. In addition, she took several classes in filmmaking at New York University. Nicolle came to Maine in 1999 on a lark and ended up teaching at Maine Media Workshops and producing video content for a national nudibranch organization. She then got an interdisciplinary master’s degree with a focus on Gender Studies, New Media, and Communication at the University of Maine and went on to teach in the Women’s, Gender and Sexuality Studies program there. Formerly employed by Maine State Parks as a domestic violence advocate—the last job she had before Dory Woman Rowing came to fruition.

When Nicolle lost her job, she was 51. She knew she loved rowing. She loved her boat and taking care of her job, and then extraordinarily turned that rowboat—her passion—into her livelihood. “What am I waiting for?” she asked herself.

Nicolle is now the sole proprietor of Dory Woman Rowing, offering rowing lessons, guided tours, workshop rows, and specialty rows such as Full Moon Rows and seasonal rows such as Witches Rows and the Solstice Row she’d just returned from, for individuals, pairs, and trios. Her business runs year-round—even during the height of winter she has a steady stream of people rowing with her, mostly locals. During high season, she could be doing three to four rows a day, six days a week, with a mix of clients from the area and from away.

While she’s been successful so far, this is her first full season. “It’s still an experiment,” Nicole playfully cautioned, her eyes hidden behind aviator sunglasses.

For Nicolle’s business to succeed, she’s dependent on four things: a steady client base, her body, the weather, and Sorciere herself. “Having been living in the Belfast area for 22 years, with a background in marketing, the clients keep coming (though Nicolle says she works as hard at marketing as she does at rowing). To take care of her body, Nicolle makes sure she makes plenty of time to rest, play, and eat, taking at least one day off a week. When something in her body feels out of whack like when she tweaked her back a few weeks ago doing repairs on Sorciere, she took a day off to get a massage. The weather, however, is out of her control.

Climate-driven changes such as increased storm surges and southeasterly winds are already apparent in the Penobscot Bay. The presence of more persistent and shifting winds can generate choppy conditions. And operating a small boat in a big body of water means Nicolle has to make careful decisions. She’s already unable to get out on the water as much as she’d like. Nevertheless, Nicolle sees it as her responsibility to try to cultivate a sense of stewardship in people who come out in the boat with her. It’s truly low-impact tourism at its finest—no motor, no waste, no chemicals in the water.

In a previous conversation, Nicolle shared with me that the repetitive motion of rowing is such an embodied, meditative experience that when she gets out on the water all of her worries are neutralized. So I waited for a pause—Nicolle’s elegant wooden oars resting in the oarlocks—to ask Nicolle to share what she worries about. Her worries are fairly standard for a small business owner, parent, and citizen. She worries something will happen to her boat. She wants what’s best for her son and her mother. She thinks a lot about the state of politics locally, domestically, and globally and is very concerned about the rollback of Roe vs. Wade and the loss of reproductive rights.

And...the pogies were jumping—bright splashes of silver out of the corner of our eyes. Osprey, cormorants, and heron crisscrossed in the sky above us. Seals were popping out of the water to catch a breath, eyeing us from as distant as Nicolle called out to them like old friends. The water to our starboard

“T.

ICOLLE, VISIT DORYWOMANROWING.COM.

To learn more or to book a row with NICOLLE, VISIT DORYWOMANROWING.COM.

T started to undulate—a giant school of pogies was attempting to flee a hungry seal, moving like an underwater mural across the bay until they were out of sight. Nicolle’s oars slid back into the water as we began our human-powered journey back to the dock.

“I’m grateful,” Nicolle said, nodding. “I have a good setup. I’m grateful to live in this place. I’m grateful for the people along the way who have encouraged and supported me.” She’s grateful for Belfast-based community rowing and sailing organization Come Boating for helping her learn how to row and get her proverbial start. She’s grateful for the regular clients that keep her going through the winter.
tually was the most defining moment of my life. I was getting ready to go on Survivor. I was 3 years post-divorce. We were doing a show in Kansas City and the girls (I was touring with Ax Women at the time) said, Tina, send in a tape! They won’t pick me, I thought. I sent a tape of myself cross cut sawing, chopping, and log rolling. I sent it in overnight because I was that late. They called me that night. Tina, this is Sara from Survivor. For what it’s worth, I thought you were so cool and I think you’d be great on the show. It’s time for you to talk to somebody which one of my friends is preaching to me? Then, Baby, Charlie’s dog, barked. She asked, Is that Baby? I was like oh, my God; this is really her! She said, Is it all right if we talk? Is Charlie home? I said, Yes, he’s home downstairs in his bedroom.

He was really excited. So, you go from completely on top of the world, then crashing down to the lowest point. I don’t think I’ll ever have a low that low again. There will never be a low that low again. My mother passed that year. That wasn’t easy. It will never be that bad. The worst for me is over. Now, I just have to carry on.

I’ve had different stages of losing him. It took me a few years to get back on my feet. It was in Alaska, looking at Mt. McKinley. Four years after, I had his dog with me. I was training a friend’s dog for running the Iditarod. I was there for 6 weeks. Took the Pomeranian to a mushing dog lodge. We were at Mt. McKinley. Baby, and me. I was like, Charlie, look at us! We were here! I said, I am going to release you as my child, for my life. Because I am someone’s child. I’m a sister, I’m a cousin, I’m a niece, I am a friend. It was time.

One of the things I tell the kids when they work here performing in the lumberjack show is you have to be the same every single night. They have to act like it’s the first time they’re doing it. The cool thing is, I feel so happy going out every night. It’s that joyful for me. I tell them, the person sitting in the bleachers the most likely has never seen the show before. And if they hate they’re back because they loved it. It’s interesting because now that I’ve been here 27 years, I get people who are coming with their children, saying that the children brought them down so they were kids. Which does not make me feel old. It makes me feel grateful that I’ve been here long enough that I’ve made it this long, and people who enjoy coming through because they’re younger are now bringing their kids and grandkids.

I’m the 6th child of six kids. I was born in November of 1960, and my father left us in 1961. My mother had six children under seven years old when my dad left. Anybody who thinks they have parental problems, that isn’t nothing. Six children under seven years old and no father. Back then, women were the ones who were shunned for having been left. And then he never came to me. That wasn’t easy. It will never be that bad. The worst for me is over. Now, I just have to carry on.

No, he didn’t help my mother at all. We didn’t see him much. He totally favored his male children, my brothers. Towards the end of his life, he had been up in Maine for years. Two of my brothers have lumberjack shows, one in Alaska, one in Wisconsin. My brother in Alaska had left after me, but my dad had been there several times. He would say, I’m coming to Maine, and I’m going to come and see your show. I looked at him one day and said, dad, you’ve been to Robert’s show. You’ve been to my brother’s show three times, and you’ve never been to Maine. Qld telling me that you’re coming sometime, because you’re never coming to me. And he never came to me. That is all you need to know about him. I mean, you can’t choose what you’re born into. So, when people ask, how did you do it. You get into logging sports? Was your dad into it? No, it’s all my mom.

It was all my mom, but it was all my mom because she worked all the time and log rolling lessons at History Land were free, and we could stay there all day. Anybody that was involved with History Land who hears about it gets warm fuzzies because it was one
I woke on day four with 18 miles between my food resupply and me. Looking at the topography, I knew the terrain was going to be flatter. I’d finally gotten a decent nights rest, and was able to cover almost 23 miles that day. It was also the day I experienced something neuroscientists call ‘The Nature Fix.’ An article on the REI blog explains how, after three days in the woods, we can measure a nearly fifty percent improvement in creative thinking and insight problem-solving. Having people nearby allowed me to rest easier and regroup. I was behind on my mileage goal, but there was absolutely nothing I could do except keep hiking. I had enough supplies for an extra day, and the 6-day goal was mine to meet or to adjust.

I woke on day four with 18 miles between my food resupply and me. Looking at the topography, I knew the terrain was going to be flatter. I’d finally gotten a decent nights rest, and was able to cover almost 23 miles that day. It was also the day I experienced something neuroscientists call ‘The Nature Fix.’ An article on the REI blog explains how, after three days in the wilderness, we can measure a nearly fifty percent improvement in creative thinking and insight problem-solving. Having people nearby allowed me to rest easier and regroup. I was behind on my mileage goal, but there was absolutely nothing I could do except keep hiking. I had enough supplies for an extra day, and the 6-day goal was mine to meet or to adjust.

Three days into the hike, I was less sure. I knew the first 50 miles would be harder than the second. Starting with Monson’s skin and through the Barren-Chairback and Whitecap Mountain Ranges, the terrain is tough. Aside from the elevation of mountains, the trail is rocky, rooty, and uneven. For three days, I never felt like I was walking on flat ground. I was also exhausted. Stepping in the woods was hard, I was physically comfortable, but I felt very small in a very big forest. On the third night, I slept at an AMC campsite with a dozen other hikers. Having people nearby allowed me to rest easier and regroup. I was behind on my mileage goal, but there was absolutely nothing I could do except keep hiking. I had enough supplies for an extra day, and the 6-day goal was mine to meet or to adjust.
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of the coolest places to grow up. There was no babysitter needed. We had a log rolling log, and we got really good at it. We spent all of our summer days with our friends log rolling. In our late teens, we decided to start a lumberjack show. And that’s what we did.

The place we log rolled was the home of the Lumberjack World Championships. The guy who built all of it started the competition. He was an entrepreneur of epic proportions. He invited guys from Australia, New Zealand, Canada and the US, and then eventually Europe, China and Japan to come and compete in this event. Our town was famous for this, but you can only see it one weekend a year or kids log rolling all summer. We were like, well, what if we chopped and sawed all summer? So, we asked the guy can we do chopping and sawing and do shows here? He answered yes.

We did shows there for one summer and then we went to another property and built our own bleachers and our own ticket booth and did shows there. Then we eventually lost the property, and we went back to the original spot. Now, I have one brother who owns the restaurant and shops and the log rolling dock where the Lumberjack World Championships are. We eventually bought it, which is super powerful. It was all mom. We started our own show and thought, what if we went on the road? We bought a truck and trailer and our mother was our booking agent.

TINA SCHEER continued from page 30

There’s nothing, like having your mom as your booking agent. She was so proud! We got CDIs to drive this truck and trailer around the country with big huge bulldozed climbing trees on it. We worked there for 15 years, and then I decided that I was going to go on my own. I came to Maine and bought the property. Then my mother took us on vacation here when we were little kids. We had a pop up camper. She had hardly any resources. She worked at the local hospital in the X-ray lab, but we didn’t have anything. She had this attitude that we could do anything with nothing. I emulate her daily. We went to Quebec. Then we came to Harbor and then we went to Boston and Cape Cod, Niagara Falls, and back home. I thought, I’m going back to Maine.

My brother offered me a management position. I looked at him and I said, I’m sorry, I quit. I just bought 35 acres of land in Maine, and I’m going to start my own show. He looked at me and said, I’ll help you however I can.

The next year, I started my own all women’s show called Chica with Axes. I’ve been promoting women in the sport my whole life. I had the Jack and Jill cross cut sawing started at the Lumberjack World Championships. That was first. There was women’s log rolling, but that was the last. It was a great Australian mentor of mine went to the board of directors and asked, why don’t we have women’s and men’s cross cut saw mixed doubles? They agreed to do it. I then approached them for having women’s underhand chopping and cross cut sawing. They said we don’t have time in the show. I said we’ll do it in the morning. They said, we don’t have wood. I said, I’ll get the wood. They turned me down twice. I went back, then they said yes. I wrote letters to all of the women I knew who were competing at the colleges. I said, if you don’t come this year, it could be our last. That very first year, we had more women cross cut sawyers than ever. I asked them all to come. That went on for one or two years.

The next year, it was so popular that they put the women on the poster and in the advertisement. Then they asked me for money. I said, you’re on your own, you’re got sponsors. I’m not giving you money this year. I’ve accomplished what I was hoping to accomplish. Now, the women’s events are just as popular, and it’s grown so much over the years.

Over 20 years ago, I went to Sydney, Australia to compete in the Royal Sydney Show in the men’s wood shop. They had accepted my application. The first time I chopped, they announced, Bob on stand one, Sam on stand two, Greg on stand four and Tina on stand eight. What? Are you a woman? Over the loudspeaker! I just turned around and shook my little bootie and chopped my log. I had won. Men came up to me afterwards and said, in Australia, you only take the top two in each heat. I say fine, we’ll do it. They told me that we would normally walk off their log and not finish because they weren’t going to make it. My dad had to finish it because you were there. I did beat a couple of guys, but that wasn’t the point. I didn’t chop the property. Then I called my brothers and asked for a meeting. The day before the meeting, my brother offered me a management position. I looked at him and I said, I’m sorry, I quit. I just bought 35 acres of

I sent out press releases before I left. I would walk into the wood shop, which was the biggest wood shop in the world. The show manager would come up and tell me, there’s a TV station here for you. They didn’t want to talk to the world champion. They wanted to talk to that chic from America who was here chopping. Who’s that crazy bird? I had been over there previously cross cut sawing and ax throwing. I’m the only woman at that point that made it into the men’s ax sawing finals. They hosted a women’s wood chop the next year, and I’ve never been back. I’m thinking I’ll make my comeback one day. But I don’t need to be there now. I just wanted women chopping to be that was the point. To be included. So, it’s going swimmingly now. I announced the Steel Trimmer Sports series for 15 years. The organizers finally added women’s timber sports a couple of years ago. They were a bit slower than most, but they’re catching up. That is a competition that I haven’t been to for a while. Sometimes, I think about things before Charlie and after Charlie. He’s been gone 17 years. So, it was over 17 years ago.

I went to the Women’s World Championship in New York. They did a contest on Saturday for women and Sunday for men. The organizers sold tickets and they filled the bleachers on Saturday. They filled the bleachers on Sunday, and they paid women half prize money! At a meeting with the girls, I said, here’s what we need to do. Everybody enters, and two days before, say you’re not coming unless we get equal prize money. Immediately, you’re going to get equal prize money. Because the amount was so stupid low. There’s very little prize money in our sports. Immediately, they would have matched it. Or we say two days before, we want half prize gas, half price hotels, and half price taxes. What the hell are you people thinking? You’re filling the bleachers with paying customers but giving us half the amount of money?

I could not talk to any of the women into it. There was a couple who said they’re going to be mad. I said, you’re so wrong. They’re going to lose all that revenue and those filled bleachers. If you don’t come here, they’re going to lose it all. Realize your value. I never went back there again. To this day, they still might be paying out half. I don’t know. The
last time I checked on it, they were not matching it.

When I went to compete in Australia, I had one guy tell me that I was making a mockery of the sport. I own a lumberjack show and I'm in the United States. I'm flying to Australia to compete, and I'm making a mockery? This is how I make my money. How do I make a mockery of that? I teach people about this because it is amazing! There's a funny side note to that story and the guy that said that to me. This was when Charlie was alive. The guy came to the United States to compete at the Lumberjack World Championships in my hometown. Charlie and I were living in Wisconsin at the time, but I would move here for four months to run the show. My house there was vacant during the summer, and I had certain friends I would let stay there. Two lumberjacks from Australia came over to compete at the World Championships in my hometown, and one of them asked to stay. He asked if he could bring a friend. I said, who is it? I'm not going to say his name, but for this story, we'll call him Lumberjack A. And I said, yes, that would be fine if he came to stay at my house. It was the same guy that told me I was making a mockery of the sport.

I told Charlie about it. I flew home that weekend from Maine to watch Charlie compete, and to compete as well. The guys and Charlie and I were staying at the house. Charlie and I were leaving in the morning to go because he had a log roll early in the day. They asked me, is there anything we can do for you while you're gone? I said, well, you know what? I haven't been home, you could mow the lawn. They said they'd be happy to mow my lawn. So, Charlie and I are pulling out of the driveway, and the guy who told me I was making mockery of the sport, was standing in the driveway, and my son said to me as we're pulling out, isn't that ironic, mom? He told you you're making a mockery of the sport.

I told Charlie about it. I flew home that weekend from Maine to watch Charlie compete, and to compete as well. The guys and Charlie and I were staying at the house. Charlie and I were leaving in the morning to go because he had a log roll early in the day. They asked me, is there anything we can do for you while you're gone? I said, well, you know what? I haven't been home, you could mow the lawn. They said they'd be happy to mow my lawn. So, Charlie and I are pulling out of the driveway, and the guy who told me I was making mockery of the sport, was standing in the driveway, and my son said to me as we're pulling out, isn't that ironic, mom? He told you you're making a mockery of the sport.

I told Charlie about it. I flew home that weekend from Maine to watch Charlie compete, and to compete as well. The guys and Charlie and I were staying at the house. Charlie and I were leaving in the morning to go because he had a log roll early in the day. They asked me, is there anything we can do for you while you're gone? I said, well, you know what? I haven't been home, you could mow the lawn. They said they'd be happy to mow my lawn. So, Charlie and I are pulling out of the driveway, and the guy who told me I was making mockery of the sport, was standing in the driveway, and my son said to me as we're pulling out, isn't that ironic, mom? He told you you're making a mockery of the sport.

I told Charlie about it. I flew home that weekend from Maine to watch Charlie compete, and to compete as well. The guys and Charlie and I were staying at the house. Charlie and I were leaving in the morning to go because he had a log roll early in the day. They asked me, is there anything we can do for you while you're gone? I said, well, you know what? I haven't been home, you could mow the lawn. They said they'd be happy to mow my lawn. So, Charlie and I are pulling out of the driveway, and the guy who told me I was making mockery of the sport, was standing in the driveway, and my son said to me as we're pulling out, isn't that ironic, mom? He told you you're making a mockery of the sport.
why wouldn’t you be a woman from Maine and Wisconsin? Who had done a lumberjack show and tried through losing her only child? Why? Why did you do it? I’m like, did you hear everything I’ve already survived through? Three-quarters of the crew were really close to me. The other twenty-five percent, not so much. I didn’t know I’d be the only woman. I thought it’d be six and six or something. I wrote a will before I went on that show, but it wasn’t quite as deadly as I thought it was going to be.

Two years ago, Gordon Ramsay came here. I was weed whacking and felt the vibration of the phone in my pocket ringing. I answer, and it’s Gordon Ramsay’s people. I’m like, holy crap, this is going to be fun! He came here and we had a blast. He’s got a huge production team. He cross cut, axed, taught him how to chain saw, and then one of my guys taught him how to speed climb. We had a blast.

The first van pulls up with all production equipment. The second van and the third van pull up, and then right before they start to film is when the sedan pulls up with Gordon Ramsay. He said, so tell me about how you ended up here. It was really cool.

His producer sent me an email afterwards. He said he got in the car to leave, and he looked at me and said, where did you find her? Out in the woods of Maine, that’s right. I was here getting ready for Survivor when Charlie passed in a car accident. He was with his father. He was going to spend the summer there because I was going to be gone. He was at a school event when they had tornado warnings and they kept the kids at the school event.

Then they let them go. There was a freak torrential five minute downpour and Charlie was driving home. He hydroplaned into another car.

The girl who was in the other car remembers seeing him. She remembers his hair before they hit. She saw his hair. That’s a killer for me because I loved his hair. She and I have become friends. He could have killed them. And she became my friend. She’s a Survivor fanatic who did not watch the episode that I was on. I was only in one episode. But she didn’t watch it that night. She ran into a friend the next day on the street. The friend asked her, did you watch Survivor last night? She said no. Her friend told her, you need to watch it. She asked why? Because the mother of the child was on Survivor. I wrote his name in the sand and talked about losing Charlie privately, not in front of the other contestants.

I was here when he got the call and I lost it. It was psychotic. When you’re in one place and someone is telling you that in another place your child is gone, it’s, like, somebody needs to get me to that place. I was calling people telling them they have to send their private planes. I finally got the first plane. I couldn’t believe it. Until I see it. I’m not going to believe it. You’re all lying to me. My phone was ringing off the hook. I got on a plane, I flew home, and it was so weird. One of the things I remember about flying home is when I got off the plane my brother was standing at the gate. They don’t let people come to the gate. You’re supposed to be outside of security now. I said, what are you doing here? Tina, I told them that I needed to be here, he told me. Then I drove home, a three hour drive, and the one thing I needed to do was go to his father. Talk about ending any anger or anything.

Nobody wanted to let me drive alone. I got to my house and there were cars lined up everywhere, and there were people in the yard. I was like, oh, my God, this is happening to me right now. It didn’t even seem real. It was horrible. Everybody that I knew was there. They all knew I was flying in, and they all wanted to be there, but it was horrible for me.

Then we went to the funeral home, and that was when I realized it was real. I think the worst moments, besides seeing him in the funeral home for the first time, was putting him in the ground. During the time that we were at the funeral home, they said, you leave before we put him in the ground. I said, no, you’re putting him in the ground in front of me, and I want people to walk by and throw dirt like an old fashioned Irish funeral. They said, we don’t do that. I said, well, you’re going to do it, and we’re going to have a little bubblegum machine there with dirt in it, and I’m going to make $0.25 each turn to help pay for his funeral. The guy looked at me like I was crazy, and my sister said, no, we’re getting one with a dollar bill machine. We were going from bailing to laughing to bailing to laughing.

Charlie was in the Native American class at school, and they drummed him into the ground. There were six kids drumming and singing, and people were walking. They were wailing. And now I have a headstone in Wisconsin with my name on it right next to my son. They make you buy this, like, concrete vault thing and all this bulls***. So, he’s in a cassette because I didn’t want to burn his little body. I couldn’t. I buried him with his ax and skateboard. Afterwards, I said, I don’t need a casket when I go. Just open up the concrete vault, throw me in face first so I’ll never get away from me again.

That was the worst thing that’s ever happened to me. It’s all uphill from there.

MENTAL HEALTH

the goodness of grief

Let’s consider grief for a moment. Not many people love the feeling and it tends to be avoided. We push it away, delay addressing it. “Denial” is even one of its famous stages. What comes next? Oh right, anger! Followed by bargaining, depression, and finally, maybe someday: acceptance. But what of the raw, gutting emotion of grief? I suppose that is the last step—the processing, feeling, and channeling of the emotions. What if this wild, bring-you-to-your-knees emotion was the key to unlocking a little freedom?

“If we are lucky, we mourn our losses.” – Miriam Greenspan

Since loss is universal it will visit us often and in many different ways. Miriam Greenspan’s quote speaks to the wisdom of grieving and its catholic impact on helping us let go of something we are wanting to hold onto. It could be a person, a situation, a possession, or a person. It might even be something intangible like an identity or a way of being. Loss is loss and the appropriate response is to grieve.

What do we lose when we resist grief?

Refusal of grief, through continued denial or other means of suppression, can lead to feelings of numbness, or loneliness. Holding back the emotions of grief can mean the blocking of other emotions and means of connecting, which leads to isolation and—ironically—more grief. Even so, it can feel counterintuitive to lean into grief. Some of this resistance may be rooted in a biological or evolutionary place—one that seeks to stay alert—as many other states feel as vulnerably as grief. Once you let down your guard toward grief, it can feel as if the floodgates have opened. Curled in a ball weeping is a defenseless position, so it’s one we may be naturally inclined to avoid.

However, other parts of our resistance to grief come from our early conditioning. This is especially true for men and those raised as boys. They are often allowed a small range of emotion that includes one way to be: mad. Or, women and those raised as girls are often allowed a larger range including sadness and grief. However, these are generalizations and those of any gender who experienced a demanding, authoritarian parenting style growing up may be prone to repressing challenging feelings. All say that resisting grief is natural, but also something to be aware of so it doesn’t become endless.

Emotional intelligence (EQ) is a catch all phrase that relates to our capacity to feel a range of emotions and to regulate ourselves in the face of stress, and the ways in which we “be with” others who are experiencing a variety of feelings.

Sometimes, emotions get twisted together with each other and expressing grief can unlock rage, or vice versa. Sometimes joy can mask grief. Other times anger can give way to sadness. The point is that all emotions are valid—and can be quite complex—but they deserve space and room to breathe. Maybe they need to be wept, or screamed, or even danced or turned into a piece of art? Holding them in can feel heavy, and sometimes the resistance is more than just feeling the feeling itself. Leaning into your grief and other emotions and expressing them, especially in times of stress or great loss (and potentially with a trusted loved one or professional), can be truly liberating.
FINANCIAL ADVICE

the first step is take control

BY CHELSIE L. CRANE

Like you need one more thing to eat up your time.

Time and money, if we only had more of it. Most days, endless amounts of time is what I wish for. I would even settle for being able to successfully function on three hours of sleep instead of six. Women often find themselves in a time or a financial crunch and more times than not, one is a result of the other.

This struggle seems to favor women in particular, as females tend to be the “default” person in many family units. Even single women find themselves at a disadvantage as they are often asked to take on more tasks at work and within the community, than their male counterparts. This time pressure likely results in taking a financial hit. Regardless if it is time needed to take away from work to have children, care for a loved one, or the community - women are pulled away from their income sources, more than men. I believe this time disadvantage is one of the drivers as to why women struggle to gain financial independence and literacy.

Morgan Housel, author of the book “The Psychology of Money: Timeless Lessons on Wealth, Greed, and Happiness” states it perfectly when he writes, “Use money to gain control over your time, because not having control of your time is such a powerful and universal drag on happiness. The ability to do what you want, when you want, with whom you want, for as long as you want to, pays the highest dividend that exists in finance.”

So, what are we to do about it? You may not like the answer. You need to spend MORE time on one more thing, and that thing is your financial health. Quick fixes and budget binges, are short term bandages and are not going to cut it in the long run. I wish I could tell you differently, but I can’t. Working on your financial health is a very front end loaded task. It will be difficult to get in the habit in the beginning, but trust me when I say it gets easier as you go.

The first step is the most difficult and that is carving out time each week to review your spending. The reality check of how much you are spending and what you are spending it on, is painful - even for the best budgeters. Do a baseline evaluation of your financial health, go through the past two to three months of your bank and credit card statements. Once you have a clear understanding of where your money is going every week, then you can begin your strategy for obtaining financial independence. For some this may be paying down debt, for others it could be investing more in their future, or potentially even a combination of the two. The biggest take away is that you must prioritize your finances, or your time will always belong to something or someone else.

I know, I can feel the eye roll happening now. I get it - sticking with the routine of reviewing your spending plan every week may seem impossible, when you already have a million and one things to do. But if you don’t start now, you will never have time. You will constantly be chasing money, and therefore chasing control of your time. Imagine, being financially secure enough to outsource tasks that you don’t want or don’t have time to do. How lovely would that be?! So, make a plan to take that first step and take control.

*CHELSIE L. CRANE IS AN INVESTMENT ADVISOR REPRESENTATIVE WITH CLEAR PATH FINANCIAL SERVICES, A MEMBER OF ADVISORY SERVICES NETWORK, LLC*
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Sarah Hubert may be a Maine Guide, but she has also worked as a lifeguard. In fact, she was a lifeguard before she was registered as a Maine Guide. Which is good, since she often guides on the water. Sarah says her big dream might be quite different from others, but coming from Maine, with its many bodies of water, it would definitely make a big difference.

Sarah’s big dream is that she would like all Maine kids to have access to swim lessons.

“There are so many lakes, rivers, streams and the ocean in our state, that it would be wonderful if we could teach all the kids to swim. I don’t want kids to drown. I don’t want to hear those stories. If all the children were taught to swim, and to not have to lose another child to drowning, that is my big dream.”

If you have any ideas about how to help make this dream a reality, please contact us at info@mainewomenmagazine.com

Mediterranean Summer Pasta Salad

This Mediterranean-inspired side dish is great for a crowd or an easy option to make ahead to enjoy all week. The additions of hommus, arugula, avocado and kalamata olives make it a great source of fiber and healthy fats.

Serves 8

Ingredients:
1 (16 oz.) box Nature’s Promise® Organic Rotini Pasta
1 (8 oz.) container Cedar’s® Fat & Oil Free Original Hommus
2 cups Hannaford Baby Arugula, roughly chopped
1/2 cup Hannaford Pitted Kalamata Olives
1 cup Cherry tomatoes, halved
1 Avocado from Mexico, peeled and diced
4 oz. Cabot® Colby Jack Premium Natural Cheese, diced

Directions:
1. Cook pasta according to package directions, reserving 1/2 cup of pasta water before draining.
2. Whisk together hommus and reserved pasta cooking water.
3. Add pasta to a large mixing bowl, stir in hommus mixture and gently toss to coat. Add remaining ingredients and toss to combine. Enjoy cold.

Source: Recipe adapted from cedarsfoods.com
Cobbosseecontee Lake is under attack!

Ladies Delight Lighthouse is the only active inland waters lighthouse in Maine. She has lit the way for boaters in Lake Cobbossee since 1908, but now the lake she serves is under attack. Invasive aquatic plants, including Eurasian Watermilfoil, have been found in Cobbossee and can destroy the lake — and spread to others — if we don't act now.

Each one of us plays a critical role in the fight against milfoil. Clean, drain and dry your boat, trailer, and gear every time you put in and take out of any lake. When on Cobbossee and other Maine lakes, use the public boat launches where trained inspectors will check your boat and remove any plants. Even the smallest plant fragment left on the bottom of a boat can spread milfoil across the state.

We all have to do our part to preserve the beauty of Maine's lakes. For the love of the lake, please do yours.